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LEVEL-OF-EFFORT APPROACH TO ASSESSING 
INCREMENTAL NONRESPONSE BIAS IN PRAMS



• Decreasing survey response rates are driving new interest in non-
response (NR) bias research
• The level-of-effort (LOE) approach simulates low response rates (RR) in higher RR 

surveys
• Later respondents are treated as non-respondents

• Research Question: Do survey estimates from earlier versus later 
respondents exhibit differential bias? 
• Assumption: Respondents requiring greater effort are more similar to 

nonrespondents
• Can be tested since PRAMS samples from birth certificates with information (i.e., 

demographics, medical) on respondents and nonrespondents

BACKGROUND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Later respondents are those who took were contacted more and took more days to respond.Estimates from earlier respondents are then compared to those from the full set of respondents to examine the level of bias that would have occurred, had later respondents not been included.Later respondents assumption - PRAMS data is unique situated to test this assumption, using rich birth certificate variable that are available for respondents and non-respondents. This assumption turns out to be true in our analyses, which will be discussed shortly.Lin & Schaeffer, 1993
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METHODS

• Selected 20 sites 
from PRAMS (2019)

• Criteria: 
• Response rate 

• Sample size

• Urbanicity 
(FiveThirtyEight index)

• Diversity (WalletHub 
index)

• Geographical area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We sought to include a mix of sites across 5 criteria, to get the clearest picture of NR biasSelected only 20 sites because methodology required a time-consuming re-weight of the dataDiversity index from WalletHubUrbanicity index from FiveThirtyEightTertiles used for RR, samples size, urbanicity; median split for diversityInclude map?
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METHODS

• Examples of 21 core PRAMS variables selected for analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We selected 21 core PRAMS indicators for analysis, categorized as: contraception related, medical conditions or health services, other behavioral indicators, and demographic or SES.
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METHODS

• Assumption: late-respondents are 
more similar to non-respondents

• Tested using 11 birth certificate 
variables
• E.g., maternal race/ethnicity, maternal 

education, insurance for birth

• Early-respondents: completed survey 
before or during the first week of 
phone interview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We tested the similarity assumption along 11 birth certificate variables available for respondents and non-respondents such as: maternal race/ethnicity, maternal education, and payment method for birth. Early respondents = completion during or prior to the first week of phone contact; Late respondents = after this period.Chi-square tests show that late-respondents were more similar to non-respondents, than early respondents. Red and Gray bars (late vs. non-respondents) are closer to each other than Blue (early respondents) and Gray
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METHODS

• Created ‘tranches’ 
simulating lower RRs

• Earliest respondents 
comprised lowest RR 
tranches
• Ranged from 5% to the full 

set of respondents

• Tranche data re-weighted 
with new non-response 
adjustment

• Example: Illinois 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We created ‘response rate tranches’, which simulated lower response rates.The earliest respondents comprised the lowest RR tranches.Sites ranged from 3-7 response rate tranches (in addition to the full set of respondents). Did not make a new tranche if it resulted in <5% RR difference between highest tranche and full response rate
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METHODS
• Statistics calculated:

• Absolute bias: Difference in weighted estimates between each response tranche and the full set 
of respondents

• Relative bias: Percentage of the weighted estimate; a standard scale when examining multiple 
survey measures

• Instances where estimated value from a response tranche fell outside the 95% CI of the full 
response estimate identified

• Incremental bias: Mean absolute difference in estimates across sites as response rates drop in 
each tranche

• Multilevel regression model
• Modeling bias as a function of response rate
• Response rate tranche (level-1) nested within PRAMS site (level-2) 
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PREVIEW: KEY FINDINGS

• On average, for every 10% decline in RR, we 
observed ~0.5% bias in estimation

• Bias tends to be in a predictable direction: 
• Indicators representing desirable outcomes or positive 

behaviors tended to be overestimated

• Indicators of adverse outcomes/behaviors (e.g., physical 
abuse, smoking) tended to be underestimated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The x-axis shows the incremental decrease in response rate; with 1 meaning a 10% drop in RR from the full estimate, and 5 meaning a 50% drop. The y-axis shows absolute bias.
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RESULTS

• Number of significant 
differences across tranches 
for 20 sites
• Positive behaviors 

overestimated when response 
rates dropped

• Indicators representing less 
desirable/risky behaviors likely 
to be underestimated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intended pregnancy, contraceptive use, breastfeeding tended to be overestimatedAbuse experience, smoking, poverty tended to be underestimated
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RESULTS
Contraception-Related Indicators Other Behavioral Indicators

Medical Conditions/Health Indicators
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RESULTS

Other Behavioral Indicators
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RESULTS

• Mod/most effective birth control (BC) in Oregon: all tranches overestimate the full estimate
• Estimates from the 5%, 10%, and 30% tranches are outside of the 95% CI around the full estimate
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RESULTS

• Multilevel regression models: 
Absolute relative bias for mod/most 
effective postpartum BC 
• Absolute relative bias decreased by an 

average of 1.25% for each 10% increase in 
response rate. (Range = 0.42 – 6.26% across 
indictors.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sites vary in the relationship between bias (absolute relative bias) and response rate Overall slope shows a 1.25% decrease in absolute relative bias for each 10% increase in response rateAbsolute bias decreased by an average of 0.67 points per 10% increase in response rate. (Range= 0.38 – 0.88 across indicators.)
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WRAP-UP

• Conclusions
• On average, we saw ~0.5% absolute bias per 10% decrease in RR

• Some indicators were differentially prone to over-/under-estimation at lower RR

• Implications: LOE approach allows us to explore nonresponse bias across a range of 
decreasing response rates

• Limitations: Full response estimates from the lower response rate sites may already have 
inherent bias
• e.g., estimates from full response estimates in a site with 30% response rate might be different from estimates 

from the 30% tranche in a site with 70% response rate. 
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